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OUTLOOK  

Short term outlook  
 

▪ There has been an overall decline in activity between US and Iranian interests in recent reporting the most 

recent incident likely attributed to Iranian aligned militias being an IDF attack against the IZ on Feb 16. It is 

almost certain that tensions will remain elevated for the foreseeable future with additional reports of harassing 

IDF against US interests but aligned militias, but not directly under instruction from Iran. A period of friction 

between US and Iran culminated in a US led strike on Qassem Soleimani, the Commander of Iran’s Islamic 

Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) Quds Force and Deputy Commander of the Popular Mobilisation Force 

(PMF), Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, who was also the leader of Kata’ib Hezbollah IVO Baghdad International 

Airport on Jan 03. Likely inhibited by the threat of swift retribution from the US it is unlikely that Iran will conduct 

direct strikes on US assets in Iraq. However, it is probable that Iran will continue to use its proxy-militias in Iraq 

to launch periodic IDF and asymmetric attacks against US and western interests in Iraq and the wider Middle 

East, thereby affording Tehran a degree of non-culpability should a successful attack by the militias be 

forthcoming. Furthermore, it is a realistic possibility that rogue factions of the militia will act of their own volition 

to carry out attacks, genuinely independent of their official chain of command. The threat to US and western 

assets inside Iraq from Iranian sponsored Shia militia groups therefore remains heightened in the short to 

medium term.  

 

▪ Fatal demonstrations that occurred throughout the country since protests started on 01 October 2019 have to 

date left 536 people dead and 23,545 civilians injured. President Barham Salih named Mohammed Tawfiq 

Allawi as the country's new Prime Minister. While generally well received among political parties, the Dawa 

Party rejected his premiership stating that he would not have unanimous support and initial supporter Muqtada 

al-Sadr has since changed to a non-committal stance. Allawi is considered a compromise candidate nominated 

in a bid to appease time pressures. Protesters gathered in Baghdad's Tahrir Square and across cities in the 

south to reject the appointment as Allawi is perceived to be a part of the existing ruling elite. While it is likely 

that Allawi will do his utmost to choose a fully independent, technocrat cabinet it is probable that he will only 

hold the post until early elections can be held. Additionally, as he has urged politicians for support to pass his 

cabinet choice or risk further international involvement, it is clear that he realises the difficulty involved in 

encouraging political support which does not play to the whims of the current system. As anti-establishment 

protests persist demonstrators have continued to become involved in violent clashes as anger appears focused 

not only on the government but also the various militias. It’s highly likely that there will be intermittent flare ups 

of violence from militia groups as they attempt to assert dominance over the protest movement and crack down 

on potential escalatory behaviour resorting to use of force. That said, overall attendance at demonstrations has 

gradually decreased since October 2019 indicating a loss of traction for the protest movement.  

 

▪ Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security threat in Iraq, especially in 

the northern provinces and Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continue. The US led coalition’s 

recent announcement to pause IS operations and the tactical change in focus for Iranian aligned PMUs has 

resulted in an increase in IS reporting in northern Iraq throughout January. It is probable that the reduction in 

coalition ISR assets targeting IS cells has emboldened IS tactical commanders to consolidate territory and 

attempt to expand resupply routes and recruitment. The Iraqi government’s inability to function continues to 

have a detrimental impact on ISF operations enabling further PMU autonomy, exacerbating the marginalization 

of the Sunni population. The result of this will likely see IS increase the sophistication of their attacks. There 

remains an enduring, through managed, threat by IS in Baghdad, highlighted by three insurgent attributed 

attacks in the capital in May, July, and November 2019. These attacks illustrate intent to maintain and escalate 

operations. That said, activity has overall tended to be based in Baghdad Province as the situation in the City 

has remained relatively stable in recent reporting.   
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Medium to long term outlook  

 
▪ Despite ongoing counter insurgency operations, sectarian violence can be expected to continue in rural areas 

of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and 

southwestern Kirkuk.  Attacks will continue to target security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni 

dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security forces.    

 
▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with a focus on the potential resurgence of an 

insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets, 

the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and 

along the Hamrin Mountains.  

 

▪ Iraq still faces enormous hurdles with parts of the country still in ruins and 1.8 million of its residents internally 

displaced. While economic growth is estimated at 2.6 percent, parts of the capital still has only four to six hours 

of electricity a day.  More significantly, the expansion of militias across the country poses a threat. Shiite militias, 

feeling they deserve credit for “defeating” IS, are loath to leave Sunni and Yezidi areas and their presence fuels 

resentment with Kurdish, Sunni and Yezidi civilians. Despite talks of reintegrating them into the Iraqi army in 

pursuit of legitimacy this will likely be rebuffed by militia leaders and threatens years of effort to depoliticize the 

military. Despite protests calling for reform and a more nationalist government Iran has an inordinate amount 

of influence over the political and security landscape by funding militias and political groups. This is a significant 

destabilizing factor and a path to further internal conflict in the country, as Sunni and Kurdish minorities are 

highly unlikely to rally around a united Iraq if Iran perceived as a key influencer.   
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Allawi’s cabinet choice completed as he awaits parliamentary vote 
In the evening of February 19, PM designate Mohammed Tawfiq Allawi held an address to the people, where he 

claimed that his 22 ministerial choices were complete and ready to be voted upon by parliament. He claimed to 

have chosen a completely independent, technocratic cabinet without political or ethno-sectarian ties. Additionally, 

Allawi called on the Iraqi Parliament to arrange a session to take place on February 24 for members to vote on his 

choices. This announcement came just hours after Allawi’s claim that Iraq’s political process would be considered 

a failure if his independent cabinet choice is not approved. He reports that in the event the parliament are unable 

to agree on the cabinet presented to them, it will encourage international intervention- further complicating Iraq’s 

political stability. During these announcements Allawi also claimed that the reform movement and demonstrations 

would not be stopped and urged current politicians to accept change in allowing independent politicians to step 

into seats. In support of Allawi, former PM Adil Abdul Mahdi took to social media to urge political representatives 

for support to the new cabinet to enable political progress in Iraq.  

 

PMF appoints a successor to Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis  
Abu Fadak al-Mohammedawi has been named as a successor to Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis and will take over as 

Chief of Staff for the PMF following a meeting of senior members of the force. Al-Mohammedawi was reportedly 

a prominent member of Kata’ib Hezbollah and trained in intelligence for operations in the Kurdistan region during 

the fight against IS. He held a close relationship with al-Muhandis and is held in high regard due to his military 

capability and confidence. 

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Moderate Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate-High Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Moderate-
High 

Anbar Moderate High High High 
Moderate-
High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

 
* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**  North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din, Kirkuk & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Diwaniyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra  
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OVERVIEW 

 
Political 
 
ISF denies attempts to end demonstrations   

Spokesman for the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, Abdul Karim Khalaf, stated that the ISF would not 

call upon citizens to end demonstrations. This comes amid sporadic flare ups of violence between ISF and 

protesters at established sit-ins in Baghdad and Nasiriyah. He stated that “demonstrating is a right guaranteed by 

the constitution and the law” and that the approval of the proposed cabinet selected by Allawi would not cause 

security forces to intervene.  

 

KRG PM Masrour Barzani meets with Sec. of State Mike Pompeo 

KRG Prime Minister Masrour Barzani has concluded a busy first day at the Munich Security Conference in 

Germany. PM Barzani has met with US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, releasing a picture of the meeting on his 

official twitter account. Addressing the meeting he stated, “Secretary Pompeo and I agreed that US forces should 

remain in the region and our American allies are a vital part of the global coalition in the fight to defeat ISIS one 

and for all.” In an interview with The Atlantic magazine PM Barzani stated that IS are still “very much intact” and 

their numbers near 20 000 across Iraq and Syria. He also commented on the recent political instability in Iraq 

highlighting the negative impact it is having on IS operations and that the social and political drivers that led to IS’ 

emergence still exist.  

 

PUK announce successors to Jalal Talabani 

PUK official media has announced that Bafel Talabani and Lahur Sheikh Jangi have been appointed co-leaders 

of the PUK party. In a statement released on their official website they announced that a meeting of the leadership 

council had approved the appointments and both newcomers will reportedly strive to restore the PUK to its former 

esteem. Speaking to local media, Jangi said “I assure you, and so does comrade Bafel, that from now on we will 

be unseen soldiers of this party and work night and day.” Bafel is the eldest son of PUK founder and former 

President, the late Jalal Talabani, whilst Jangi is a nephew.  

 

Security 
 
Al-Nujaba Movement threaten action on US in Iraq 

Deputy Secretary General of Shiite paramilitary faction Al-Nujaba Movement, Nasr al-Shammari took to Twitter on 

Feb 15 and claimed that he would launch action against US forces in Iraq in a bid to preserve Iraqi sovereignty. 

He stated that “we will not allow interference from any party” and stated that the group would not hear any requests 

to postpone or cancel the action. He then posted pictures, claiming they were of coalition vehicles IVO the Ain al-

Assad Airbase with the caption “we are closer than you think”.  

 

Basra Operations Command launches operation to secure oil fields  

Lt Col Kassem Nazzal, commander of BOC announced the launch of the first phase of a plan to improve security 

for oil fields and related facilities in Basra Province. This would initially be aimed at Majnoon and Suwaib following 

demonstrative activity at entrances and checkpoints aiming to block entry to the facilities and pause commercia 

activity. Although the majority of these demonstrations have remained peaceful, an incident on Feb 18 saw 

tribesmen gain entry to a training facility to demand employment.  

 

Danish military pledges a return to Al Assad Airbase  

Denmark's Defense Minister Trine Bramsen announced that the Danish military will return troops to Al Assad 

Airbase, Anbar from March. Weeks after the troops were withdrawn from country, Bramsen stated that the country 

is now stable enough for their return to contribute towards counter insurgency operations. The announcement 
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coincides with a meeting between Iraqi Foreign Minister Mohammed Al-Hakim and Danish Foreign Minister Mr. 

Jeppe Kofod where potential for the reopening of the Danish Embassy in Baghdad was discussed.  

 

Najaf forms crisis cell in response to Iranian Coronavirus reports 

Najaf Governor Luay al-Yasiri has announced the formation of a crisis cell headed by the provincial Director of 

Health alongside a team of specialist doctors in response to reports of the deaths of two Iranian citizens infected 

with Coronavirus in Qom. He also advised citizens not to travel outside the province or indeed the country due to 

the threat of infection. Al-Yasiri stated that Najaf airport had introduced necessary mitigation measures at Najaf 

Airport such as thermometers and thermal imaging cameras to test passengers in addition to quarantine areas for 

any suspected cases of illness to be dealt with by specialist doctors. Earlier in the day, religious authority Fadel 

al-Badiri called on the GOI to close borders with Iran but the Iraqi Civil Aviation Authority has denied any decisions 

to stop flights or block borders. That said, Minister of Interior, Yasin al-Yasiri has reportedly retracted the offer of 

allowing Iranian nationals to come into Iraq without a visa, as part of risk reduction.  

 

Iraqi MP calls for greater security co-operation in Diyala 

Prominent Iraqi MP, Abdul Khaliq al-Azzawi, has called for greater co-operation between Iraq’s security forces in 

the disputed areas between Sulaymaniyah and Diyala to fight the increasing IS threat. Al-Azzawi stated that 

despite a security committee forming between the two provinces several years ago it has yet to see any tangible 

results. Separately, the PUK released an official statement calling on the Peshmerga to be reinstated to the 

disputed territory between Kirkuk and Erbil provinces to counter the increased IS threat there. Diyala and Kirkuk 

provinces continue to record the highest volume of IS related attacks across the country and are assessed to retain 

a significant IS insurgent presence.  
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces  

 

 

 

Reporting this week in KR-I has been consistent with established trends. The announcement 10 days ago by KRG 

officials that Kurdish security forces will start operations to protect gas infrastructure has had an immediate effect 

with no related Sigacts reported since the announcement. Two separate Turkish airstrikes targeting PKK militants 

in Erbil province occurred on Feb 16 and 18 that killed 12 PKK militants. Separate protests occurred on Feb 15 in 

Erbil and Sulaymaniyah where PKK supporters demanded the release of PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan. Lastly for 

Erbil, on Feb 15 a clergy goer at a city mosque stabbed another member. The incident was initially reported locally 

as a mosque shooting, but subsequent reporting indicated that it was a civil dispute with no firearms used. 

 

In Sulaymaniyah on Feb 18 Asayish in co-operation with the international coalition, carried out an intelligence led 

security operation in Palkana and Jwanro, on the borders of Garmyan. After a SAF exchange with IS militants, the 

Asayish forces arrested 3 terrorists, including one IS commander. On Feb 21 New Generation president Shaswar 

Abdulwahid urged supporters of the political party to protest across KR-I to demand public service issues be 

addressed. Sulaymaniyah Governor, Haval Abubaker stated he had given his approval for a peaceful protest to 

take place in Azadi Park on Feb 22 from 1500-1600hrs.  
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Reporting from Nineveh has been typified by several IS attributed attacks against security forces. On Feb 16, a 

man and his wife working as local police were killed when IS gunmen raided their house in Badush, north west of 

Mosul. Two days later IS gunmen attacked the house of a chieftain in Shurah sub-district, south of Mosul, three 

ISF members were subsequently wounded in a roadside IED detonation targeting their patrol as they were 

responding to the first incident. Lastly two PMF members and one civilian were wounded when an IS IED detonated 

in the Hamam Ali subdistrict, south of Mosul on Feb 20. There has been a large number of ISF/PMF operations 

this week targeting IS militant networks in Nineveh highlighted by an operation on Feb 15. Five IS commanders 

including two Syrian nationals were arrested in an intelligence-led operation in the Farooq area of the old city of 

Mosul. Subsequent operations have focused in the Hammam al-Ali subdistrict, South of Mosul where over 10 IS 

militants were arrested. PMF 53 Bde (Badr) stated that they were imposing a security cordon using thermal 

cameras as well as three main security checkpoints controlling entry to Tal Afar. The checkpoint locations specified 

were at Al-Ayyadiya junction and two others in Mulla Jassem and Khadr Elias areas. In separate reporting on Feb 

18, unidentified gunmen riding in a non-registered vehicle, kidnapped a contractor near his working site in 

Qayyarah sub-district, 60 km south of Mosul.  

 

There has been a continuation of IS attacks this week targeting both civilians and local security forces in Kirkuk. 

Belated reporting from Feb 13 in Qara Dar village, Dibis, north west of Kirkuk, an IED detonated against an OPF 

patrol killing one and wounding three others on the patrol. On Feb 14 in Hayawiya village, Hawija, IS gunmen 

shelled a federal police post with mortars wounding five policemen.  The same day in Mulla Nasir village, Rashad 

sub-district of Hawijah, IS gunmen attacked a federal police patrol with SAF killing two men on the patrol. Over 

Feb 18 -19 there was another series of IS attacks, with the most prominent attack targeting civilians in a Kurdish 

village IVO Dibis, with SAF. The attack resulted in the death of four civilians and wounding several others. Other 

IS attacks including the shelling of a PMF barracks near Rashad, Hawijah and a complex SAF attack in the same 

district that killed four PMF members.  

 

Salah al-din’s reporting this week has similarly largely comprised of IS attacks targeting the PMF. Two separate 

attacks on Feb 13 and 19 on the PMF IVO Al Jazeera, west of Samarra, resulted in nine PMF killed, four wounded. 

There were two incidents involving the oil protection force (OPF) this week, on Feb the OPF repelled an IS attack 

near the Alas oilfield, east of Tikrit, no casualties were reported. On Feb 15, OPF seized a cache composed of 

seven landmines, two locally manufactured IEDs and two rounds of tank ammunition in the Alas oilfield in Salah 

al-Din province. Lastly, in belated reporting from Feb 15, a coalition airstrike in Baiji killed three IS members and 

destroyed two IS fighting positions.  

 

Reporting in Diyala has seen a continuation of IS related attacks against the ISF across the province. The highest 

profile attack was a PSAF attack in Buhriz on Feb 14 against a static IP post, killing three. Two days later another 

IS attack on an IP post killed a further two policeman. In response the Diyala emergency police battalion started a 

security operation in the Buhriz sub-district. Kidnapping continued to feature throughout reporting- attributed to IS, 

typified by an incident on Feb 14 in Qara Tapa sub-district, Khanaqin, recorded an incident whereby IS gunmen 

abducted an off-duty PMF member along with one civilian and executed them. Separately on Feb 18, Othman 

Mohammed, a security official in Kifri district, stated that Asayish managed to arrest six members of a group of 

kidnappers, in the past two days who had been involved in the kidnapping of civilians, especially in the area 

between Chamchamal and Kifri. Separate IS attacks IVO of Baqubah this week resulted in three further ISF 

members being killed and five wounded. 
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

 

Continued, high tempo, anti-insurgency operations continued in Anbar during the review period resulting in multiple 

cache discoveries. This included the seizure of a cache containing a SVEST and five kilograms of military grade 

explosive material (C4) in the al-Rummanah sub-district, Qaim on Feb 15. Additionally, during these operations, 

ISF intercepted three IS members in Hit reportedly planning terror attacks in Anbar province and arrested them 

under Article IV terrorism charges on Feb 17.  

 

Attacks on security forces have also endured during the review period. Belated reporting from Feb 13 stated that 

IS gunmen attacked a PMF post on Al Qaim-Akashat Road with MGs and RPGs in Qaim killing two and wounding 

five members. Similar incidents involved roadside IEDs which targeted Iraqi Army patrol vehicles on Feb 15 near 

Fallujah which killed one soldier and again on Feb 19 in Saggar wounding four soldiers.  
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

 

In Baghdad City, reports of a rocket attack on the IZ in the early hours of Feb 16 dominated reporting, there were 

also concurrent reports of IDF impacting a PMF logistical HQ on Palestine Street, Zayouna. Later that day a 

launchpad attached to a tuk-tuk was found in Amana, east of Baghdad. Shotguns were used to target civilians and 

ISF at demonstrations prompting an address by the UN condemning use of the weapons. On Feb 19, 18 civilians 

and four ISF members were wounded by shotgun rounds at Tahrir Square. Deliberately targeted SAF incidents 

were recorded throughout the city and on Feb 15, two unidentified gunmen in Adhamiya shot and wounded one 

civilian with a similar incident recorded in Kamaliyah. There were also incidents on Feb 18 whereby an unidentified 

individual on Sinak Bridge threw an IED at demonstrators and a separate grenade attack at Khalani Square aimed 

at ISF, there were no fatal wounds. Reports of kidnapping concerning protesters continued with an activist/ medic 

abducted at gunpoint near his property in Salam, Bayaa on Feb 18 and an activist abducted by individuals in ISF 

uniforms in Jaderiya. Both of the victims were released within 48hours of their initial abduction.  

 

Baghdad Province comprised primarily SAF incidents. There were some explosive incidents such as an IED in Al 

Thair, Tarmiya targeting an IA patrol on Feb 15. On Feb 16, an unidentified gunman shot and killed one civilian 

near his property in Abu Ghraib. Two days later in the same area unidentified gunmen carrying silenced weapons 

shot and killed a civilian in addition to an IS attack in Sa’dah, south east of Abu Ghraib when an off-duty national 

security employee was killed. On Feb 17 OPF seized a tap drilled into the 10-inch pipeline currently under 

construction in the al-Adwaniyah area, south of Baghdad, that extends from Basra province to the Doura refinery.  
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

The majority of reporting in southern Iraq was comprised of student led protests in major cities. Demonstrations 

were held in Kut, Wasit and Karbala City with no additional hostile reporting.  

  

This was a considerably quiet review period in Babil with only one incident recorded on Feb 15 when unidentified 

gunmen near Zaher shot and killed one civilian. 

 

There were two SAF incidents recorded in Najaf, the first came as a result of deferred reporting and recorded an 

incident on Feb 12 when unidentified gunmen in Abasiyah shot and wounded two civilians. Five days later an 

unidentified gunman shot and killed a civilian in Najaf city.  

 

Diwaniyah was dominated by demonstrative reporting and included a demonstration on Feb 19 resulting in the 

closure of roads IVO the Municipality Department due to burning tyres as demonstrators demanded the resignation 

of the director. Other protests in support of reform remained peaceful.  

 

Dhi Qar was more active this week and reporting involved explosive incidents targeting civilian properties. On Feb 

16 an IED detonated outside the private residence of an Islamic Fadhila Party, MP named as Ola Ouda al-Nashi 

in Ukaikah sub-district of Suq al-Shuyukh, south of Nasiriyah, causing material damage but no casualties. Similarly, 

on Feb 20, a sound bomb IED detonated outside the house of a lawyer / activist named Ali Maarij in Sumer 

neighbourhood in central Nasiriyah city. The victim previously survived an assassination attempt outside the Court 
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of Appeals in Nasiriyah city on Feb 12. SAF was additionally used against demonstrators on Feb 15 in Rifai and 

again by ISF on Feb 17 in central Nasiriyah- however there were no reports of injury in relation to the gunfire.  

 

Aside from typical protest reporting in Maysan, there were two explosive reports and one report of a SAF exchange 

during a counter narcotics operation on Feb 16 in Samawah City. The first explosive incident took place on Feb 

17 and involved an IED placed outside a property belonging to the owner of a bakery IVO the main sit-in site in 

Amarah and the second three days later consisting of two hand grenades wired together outside a property in al-

Aradhat which was removed by ISF EOD.  

 

In Muthanna, on Feb 18 a 40yo man was murdered in the Mamlaha area, however there were few details released 

regarding the incident and as such the victim remains unidentified. The following day, open sources reported that 

ISF forcibly moved protesters from outside Samawah power station- contrary to typical reports ISF using force at 

demonstrations, there were no reports of injuries.  

 

In Basra, the security situation returned to a more stable level this week, the previously recorded protest activity 

continues at the Navy Roundabout sit-in site in Maq’il (enduring), with students and part-time demonstrators visiting 

the site most evenings to confirm support. News that the Prime Minister-Designate has penned his cabinet has 

not diminished their commitment to stay until there is a complete overhaul of the political system – Allawi’s tenure 

remains temporary and still unsupported. A number of minor protests were conducted this period with events 

recorded at Rumaila, WQ 1, Majnoon, the LSC and the Southern Electricity HQ in the city – all linked to employment 

directly or indirectly. Although slightly reduced, the typical pattern of social violence, tribal dispute and criminal 

activity continued to be reported and remained concentrated in Basra City and Huwair. The event between al-

Muhayat and al-Amirah tribes on the evening of 20 February witnessing a sustained exchanged, that resulted in 

the reports of the use of mortars and deaths of four participants. This period too, police have been cracking down 

on drug gangs with a number of arrest operation conducted in Zubayr and to the south of the city. Local media this 

period has been in overdrive – on 17 February, they reported that the Basra Operations Commander Lieutenant 

General Qassem Nazzal - was to discuss future security plans with IOC security managers outlining his plan for 

continued support. He said in a statement that these sites constitute the backbone of the Iraqi economy and are 

one of the most important resources that he has to deal with. His new plan will be discussed in the coming days 

and will when implemented enhance confidence around the oil infrastructure in Basra. On the 18th the ‘soon-to-

be’ opening of the Mirbad Gate CP (D27) to the east of Burjisiya was mooted. The CP was closed in 2018 during 

a period of increased oilfield protests – the closure has caused some travel issues for local staff working in Burjisiya 

and the opening would alleviate some of these. No time frame has been given for the removal of the blockade.  
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point  
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 
 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and 
our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com 
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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